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Elyse Archer

SALES MENTOR FOR WOMEN,
SPEAKER & ENTREPRENEUR

Elyse Archer is the founder of She Sells, a coaching program and community for women in
sales who are revolutionizing the way sales is done. A thought leader whose insights have
been featured in major media including Forbes and Inc., Elyse is passionate about
empowering women to sell in a way that leverages their natural gifts and helps them build
wealth along the way. She is an international keynote speaker and the host of She Sells
Radio, where she shares best practices from female entrepreneurs and sales professionals
who have accomplished extraordinary goals.
Prior to founding She Sells, Elyse served as a Partner in an 8-figure international sales
coaching organization, where she helped sales professionals achieve their goals.
Outside of She Sells Elyse is also a founding team member of Brand Builders Group, a
personal branding strategy firm. Her client list includes New York Times bestselling authors,
top 100 podcast hosts, and 8-figure entrepreneurs, as well as leaders who are earlier in their
journey and committed to scaling their influence, impact and income.
Learn more about Elyse at www.ElyseArcher.com.

Elyse is an expert in sales strategy and
personal branding.
She serves a diverse group of clients,
including celebrities like Lewis Howes
(School of Greatness podcast) and
Kevin Harrington of Shark Tank, but her
heart’s passion is in helping women
learn how sell in a way that feels
authentic to them, break through the six
figure mark and become known as an
expert in their field.

“Learning from Elyse helped me skyrocket
my visibility and my confidence. I went
from a $2k month to consistent $20k
months after working with her for just 60
days. Now clients are reaching out to ME
because they see how I am showing up
online and they just know they have to
work with me!” - KC
Elyse can speak to your audience about a
diverse set of topics, including but not
limited to:
- How women can sell in a way that
feels authentic to them
- How to create a six-figure+ income in
sales
- How to build an influential personal
brand
- How to turn your annual income into
your monthly income
- Video & social media lead generation
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POTENTIAL QUESTIONS

POTENTIAL QUESTIONS

Background Questions

Having hosted a podcast that was called by Inc one of the “14 Podcasts That Will Make You a More
Successful Entrepreneur” and appearing frequently in national media, Elyse is both a very
experienced guest and interviewer. She is comfortable going completely off script and taking the
interview wherever you would like.

Here are some background questions to help get
the conversation started.
Question 1

What is the reputation formula and why does it matter?

Question 2

You formerly served as a Partner in an 8-figure
international sales coaching organization. After you
exited that company, what did you learn?

Question 3

You say there is a big challenge for women in
business today that they aren’t even aware of. What is
that and why does it matter?

Question 4

Tell us about how women can learn to sell in a way that
feels aligned to them?

POTENTIAL QUESTIONS

POTENTIAL QUESTIONS

Theme One:
She Sells
Learn to sell in a way that feels aligned with who you are, break
through six figures and redefine what’s possible for you!

Question 1

What is the surprising factor that can skyrocket a woman’s
income?

Question 2

How can women learn to sell in a way that feels authentic to
them? Are you saying we don’t have to use cheesy closing
techniques and hard-close clients anymore?

Question 3

What does your financial frequency have to do with success
in sales?

Question 4

How do we overcome limiting beliefs that keep us playing
small?

POTENTIAL QUESTIONS

POTENTIAL QUESTIONS

Theme Two:
The Inluential Personal Brand
Learn the personal branding strategies and techniques the
largest personal brands in the world are using, and how you can
easily apply them to elevate your reputation and influence today!

Question 1

What is the real key to breaking through “Sheahan’s Wall” and
becoming known as an expert in your space?

Question 2

What is the Brand DNA Helix? Can you walk us through some
of the 6 parts?

Question 3

When deciding on a business model you always encourage
your clients to look for D.A.R.E.S., what is that?

Question 4

What do you think is the single greatest secret to growing a
large online following?

Other Interview Topics
These are all other areas where Elyse has a
true depth of experience to talk about if you
so desire.

HOW TO REWIRE YOUR
BRAIN TO ACHIEVE
WHATEVER YOU WANT

INTEGRATING YOUR
MASCULINE AND
FEMININE ENERGY FOR
PEAK PERFORMANCE

HOW TO TURN YOUR
ANNUAL INCOME INTO
YOUR MONTHLY
INCOME

PRODUCTIVITY
SECRETS FOR WOMEN
REVEALED

POTENTIAL QUESTIONS

POTENTIAL QUESTIONS

RESOURCES

Photos:
Other Media
Interviews:

Photos of Elyse are available for
download here

Here is a sample of another recent
media appearance Elyse has made
in case you want to review for
background:
• Women Work and Worth
• Winning Strategies
• The Salesman Podcast
• Passion Accomplished Podcast

Tech Info:

Elyse will do her best to be stationary for
this interview in her home studio
prepared with front lighting, live video,
audio headset, high quality microphone
and sound equipment. But she does
travel quite a bit and sometimes has to
do interviews from the road or hotel
room. Please let her know if you have
any special requirements such as video.

She Sells Radio
What if Grant Cardone and Marianne Williamson had a love child? Well, it would
be this podcast.
Each week, join Elyse Archer, mentor to female business owners and sales
professionals, as she shares strategies and ideas on how to sell in a way that feels
natural and aligned for you as a woman, break through the six ﬁgure income mark,
and use your money in a way that creates real, positive change in the world.
Because when women make more money, everyone wins.
If you’re looking for actionable advice on how to grow your business and sales
while stepping into your true personal power, this is the show for you!

IN THE MEDIA

PODCAST

Keynote Speaking
& Team Training
Elyse is available to serve as a
virtual or live speaker, trainer or
facilitator for your audience

THE INFLUENTIAL PERSONAL BRAND

MARKETING PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

THE INFLUENTIAL
PERSONAL BRAND
How to Turn Your Reputation into
Revenue

Program Bio

What if instead of outbound prospecting, your phone rang,
emails came into your inbox, and people contacted you to do
business with them? What if people found you because of your
presence, inﬂuence and general market awareness.
That is the power of becoming a celebrity expert in your space
and it’s more possible today than ever before. But the amount
of information, techniques and tactics related to personal
branding is daunting and overwhelming.
There are so many books to read, so many tools to learn, and
never enough time to get them all implemented. People talk
about the importance of a personal brand but no one teaches
you how to build one and then what to do that actually makes
you money.
In this empowering and enlightening session, Personal Brand
Strategist Elyse Archer, has compiled and condensed all of the
knowledge learned from spending countless hours and
investing tens of thousands of dollars learning from the top
personal branding experts in the world. This is your crash
course in learning how to become known in your targeted
space.
You will learn simple and straightforward strategies that you
can use to immediately identify and monetize your message,
increase your audience, and build your personal brand.

TAKEAWAYS

Imagine never having to “sell” in your business.

Leaving this
presentation your
audience will:
• Understand the formula
for building a
Rock-Solid Reputation
in their industry
• Learn the 6 critical
questions you must be
able to answer to deﬁne
your personal brand
• Learn how to
communicate their
uniqueness
• Know the most
important element of a
personal brand today
• Have a simple formula
for how to expand their
reach and impact online

ROCK SOLID REPUTATION
How to Create a Life of Inﬂuence, Impact
and Income
When you have a powerful reputation customers ﬂock to you, those around you are loyal to you, and you have
enough trust to withstand scrutiny and setbacks.
But, if you have a weak reputation, then it’s hard to stand out from the crowd, you’ll struggle to attract and
keep great people and even the smallest hint or suggestion of a mistake can bring you or your business
crashing down.
The real reputation of any business is simply the sum of the reputations of the people inside that business.
Yet most people and most companies have virtually no strategy, intention or process to shape their personal
reputation. Because of that they lose relationships, they lose revenue and they lose trust with the general
population.
It doesn’t have to be that way.
Personal Brand Strategist Elyse Archer and her team at Brand Builders Group, have studied, researched and
developed what they call “The Reputation Formula.” Elyse can share with you a seemingly simple but powerful
step by step process to give you the kind of indestructible reputation that will make you and your company
legendary.

TAKEAWAYS

Learn how to build a great reputation and watch how it becomes the ultimate competitive advantage for you
and your business.

Leaving this presentation your
audience will:
•

Develop an awareness for what strengthens and weakens a reputation

•

Learn a simple formula for establishing and expanding their personal reputation

•

Understand the power of platform in claiming and proclaiming your expertise

•

Adopt a business minded approach for the “non-social” part of social media

•

Know how to establish a rock-solid reputation that stands up to the test of criticism
skepticism in an ever-changing marketplace

ROCK SOLID REPUTATION

MOTIVATIONAL/ INSPIRATIONAL PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION

TESTIMONIALS

“Elyse is an amazing speaker. She
always gives great presentations which
are both informative and enthralling. I
put on many events and I promise you,
you will be extremely happy with an
Elyse Archer presentation.”

David Newton
(Founder, Taking
Care of Business)

“Elyse presented to our sales team at
our Annual Planning Retreat. She was
captivating and energetic. Our team
was very impressed with her
knowledge and professionalism. We
highly recommend having her present
to your team!”

Jennifer Jones
(Co-Owner, Realty
World Signature
Properties)

“We are very grateful to Elyse Archer
for speaking to the Raleigh
Entrepreneurs Organization. Elyse is a
dynamic, friendly and engaging
speaker. I highly recommend Elyse as
a speaker for your group or
organization.”

Robert Geiger
(Owner, Raleigh
Entrepreneurs
Organization)

“With Elyse’s guidance and support, I
moved from a minor achiever in
growing my business to a top
performer for the past three years.”

Tammy Brewer
(President,
CarePatrol
Cobb-Cherokee)

Your level of
income will
never exceed
your level of self
worth.
- Elyse Archer

ELYSE ARCHER

How to Reach Me
@elysearcher

To book Elyse for your next event or team training,
please contact elyse@elysearcher.com

www.elysearcher.com

CONNECT WITH ME ON SOCIAL

